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1. Ini;_E_£t!uction 
1. Let m and n d0note positive integers. Let 
Q denote the m-dimens.iona.l parallelepiped 
(1) O,.u&: x/'A < bfar (f-L==1,2; .. :~,m), 
where 01 t •·• ~ ,am, bl ' ••• , brn are _:integers and _let p 
denote then-dimensional parallelepiped 
(2) < .. r.. ,7',, ·-··· Z ' '(~) ,.j V 
,,\ -' I'-• I 
. , 
where cx1 , ••• ,~11 ,_,131 , ••• ,_/3n ~e real numbers sat is-
:fying 
(3 )_ . . 
whereas the brackets mean that an arbitrary on~ 
of'· the 2 n different ways in which the signs "= 11 
can be ·placed has been fixed. 
. · . ··::. 
Furth0r let f'1 (x), ... , +~ ( x) denot_e_ -~ real 
functions which have been defined for all lattice 
. . .. . - . 
points' '(x) = ·(x.,·;; .. ,'Xn,) 6f Q. _ : :·· 
This paper dears with' the soiutions (x) E Q 
of the simultaneous dio.phantine inequalities 
(.4) cx~<~l·f~(~\~)·;3., · (mod 1) _(Y=1,21 •••• ;n), 
i.e. with the lattice ·points (x) E Q ·to which 
a lattice point (y~ -7 ••• .;Yn) corresponds such that 
(5) CXy(~) ty(X)-Yv ~)f3Y ()):::1,~,--·~,n)_; 
its purpose is to deduce an estimate £or .the 
number Np(Q) of those solutions. 
, " ... 
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In viow of Weyl's we ll known definition •f 
uniform distribution modulo 1, we are especially 
interested in the expre ssion 
,~ 
( 6) R ;:i (Q) ::: Np (C~_) - i~ ( Q).1i ( 13';, _ex v} 
" V;:: 'i ·· 
whe re N(Q) denot e s the · numbe·r t.c of lattice points 
. 
(x) E Q. The numbe r Rp(Q) i s. called the !:8~tride r 
in the uniform distribut~_on of the system ( f 1 , ••• ,+'n ) 
(with respect to P) and the upper bound of 
\Rp( Q )! 
, . 
., ... . 
N(Q) .: 
if P runs througi:i, th~ set of all possible parallepi-
peds . ( 2) which satisfy (3) is called the discrepancy 
in the uniform distrib~tion of the system ( f'1 , ••• ,f'n )_. 
The discrepancy will be denoted here by D(Q) ~). 
If in stead o:f one parallelepiped Q, one con-
siders a sequence S of such parallelepipeds: 
Q1 ,Q,., ••• L. . 
and if to each Q ~ S a sy~tem r,, D'-1' ••• ,.:x11 , /31 , ••• ,/3., 
satisfying (2) and a system t\ , ... ,fn correspond, the 
problem arises to study the . order of magnitude o:f · 
\Rp(Q)( , as Q runs thro~gh S. It is to be remarked 
that the couple o:f numbers .m,n need not be the same 
for two diffe·rent parallelepipeds Q ~ S. 
In tb.e' case that n is a :fixed integer, indepen-
dent of Q, 1;;he system ( fi, ... , f n) is called Unif'ormly 
distribu~ed. modulo 1, _if -f-0r· each -fixed parallelepi-
ped P, we have 
- 3 -· 
Rp(Q) 
N(Q) ➔O, as Q runs through S. 
It follows :from som0 considerations o:f 
y 
Weyl, 
that this happens, .if and only. if 
D( Q) -➔ 0, as Q runs through S. 
2. Some twenty-five years ago, J. G. van der 
Corput proved the :following theorem 1 *, which he 
a pplied to several problems in the theory o:f 
diophapt_ine inequalities. Neither the proof of 
theorem 1 *, nor the a pplications were published 
by him then, as it was his intention to publish 
them in the third part of a long memoir on 
diophantine inequalities, which was to appear 
in the Acta Mathematica. The :first part o:f this 
memoir 3) contains an exhaustive study of Weyl 's 
criterion in the theory of uniform distribution 
modulo 1 and its applications • Whereas the 
theorems of that part are "quqlitative 11 , it was 
van der Corput's intention that the theorems •:f 
the third part ("Estimations"), would bear a 
quantitative character:· Theorem 1 * cari' ·be con-
sidered as a more dimensional and qu1:1.ntitative 
:form of the named criterion. The :first part and 
the first half of the second part (dedicated to 
tho theory o:f "rhythmic :functions ii) o:f th;e named 
memoir a~peared in the Acta Math. 56 and 59f but 
the publication o:f the other parts was delayed 
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by several circurns-tan~e s. 2fove.,_~the~·ess Theorem 1 -~ 
has._b~en 
5 
Yuoted and applied several tirne_s by other 
authors • 
Theorem 1~. Let S denote .a -~equence o:f parallele-
pipeda Q defined by (1), where a 1.Aand b_µ.. are inte-
gers. To each Q may correspond an integer n, fur-
ther 2n numbers °'v,' _;-3v, satis:fying (3) and n real 
functions t'})(x), defined for _each lattice po.int 
(x) = (x,, ••• ,x11 -) E Q. For each Q e: S we put _ . <, ! j ., --s-:.:- 2'r i .: h t•v) ·'· . . ... . +- :·1. t ' X:)°11 7-,r.- - , . ,... \ , · - __ !___ ,7 - · ' · \ •· ~-, , ' · · ! 1 · 11'-,. ' ,;t 
! .\.· •..:_,,,_ ·- '-_/ = / ! "J((',°\ /' •:: : ~ 
. ✓--- I '. \',;;{j ✓,__ : 
~--=:--.. , (_hj · (X)E Q 




(9) I \ ! V ~ ·t ~ \.'. , ,, .••• r l i . \ . . 
Assume th~t f<;>r each :fixed value of' c > 0 
(10) T(Q;c)~o, i:f Q runs through s. 
1 
Then we. have 
--• - - !'- ;~.,~:-:~.) ·•---( 11) .rt ------'?- 1 , i:f Q runs through S 
,- ·-:-· I '3 "• ' t,i(·,--, , -
I t I I )i - '-''• l) / f 'II v::.J 
I • \, , 
11: 1 
if' N(Q) denotes the number o:f lattice points (x)f Q 
and i:f N~(Q) denotes the number o:f solutions o:f the 
!' 
diophantine system 
(12) ( mod 1) ( v = 1, 2, • • • , n) 
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. 3. In many applications o:f theorem 1 ~, the 
logarithm in the right-hand member of (9) is annoy-
ing. There:fore about 1926 van der C_orput pos.ed · ·:. ··· 
the question to· replace (9) by a weaker condition 
like - . 
11·, · 1--:: _._c.r_, ___ .- 1,1 1·, 1.-- en bctEn I I • • - 1 j • ~ - - -----••• 1 • ;J -- 13 r ...... ' , ' i-· .=.:. · ·· · -
• : , i,• - ~\v ' · , 13 v - · 1.X " (11-= \2, .•... h) .• , 
. . . . , 
:Soth .o:f us ma.de several a~tempts, which did not 
succeed. About :fi:fteen years ago, we posed the 
. . .. 
question in a somewhat other direction and tried 
to replace theorem 1* by another theorem which 
would enable us to eliminate the named logarithm 
in all important applications. Such a theorem we 
proved about 1935, but it was not be:fore 1939 that 
we decided to publish our proo:f (apart :from 
van -der Corput' s paper in the Acta _ Mat.he_~tica) 
in the Compositio Mathematica. The correction o:f 
the proofsheets was :finished in 1940, b~t then 
by war and occupation, the Compositio Mathematica 
ceased to ~ppear. After the deliberation the 
printing proved to have gone lost.· Our paper 
contained a theorem,- which not only permitted 
to eliminate the logarithm in the wanted cases, 
but also gave an estimate :for .the remainder 
RP ( Q) and the discrepancy D (-Q )- : 
jb~Q!:~I!L2?• Let Q -~ote tlie parallelepiped 
(1), where aµ~ bµ are integers _ l.f-=1, 
21•. ,m). _Let Df-v, ;3 v ; Av denote 3n real numbers, 
. - 6 -
such that 
,--. - · , -:, , .- / V __._ l 
.,, j,: '.• , ) .Ii = '"-)) . ,' \l l •- \ ..._, r :-· . ~ L , ..... ~ tl _) 
and let then real functions Fv(x) ( ).l = 1,2, •• ~ ,n) 
be defined for all lattice points (x)f Q. Let N(Q) 
denot·e the numbe_r of lattice points ( x) t:: Q and 
N*( Q) it!£ _number of those among the m, for which 
. . 
the simultaneous inequalities 
rY . < r ( x) ,.-· n : , ~ - d 1 "' -✓ ·•v1-1 r_, · ·~ , F::>v ._ ., 1,.f..J • .1 
,- , ,V "' (._:....-, - •• 
hold. Put for K > 0 
T ( ll) -- T . c· Q) -- ~7··• -·-· * \ ' . p I: 1 ~ . 2r,i(i\ ~x) 'i-.... 'i•h.,+>)1 '<t p. . . . . ··-- -- / e · . . I 
· · K · . · nn 'i · · · ' h11:n1 N(r:-,\ /' 11~ L..- • ""-).!__ (h) . ! !X) t:: '~ . ! 
~ -~-)1;-
whe re /.· is to be . ext~nded over all lattice points 
th) . ( h) = ( n , ~ _. ._ .. ; h n) i= ( o, .... , o) 
which satisfy 
. . . ~ 
(13) ! i\i l ~ 2500 Ay loq(e,\:)(!ogiog(eet'·,~»-- ( v."" ·1,L:, •··· ., r1) 




. K r Ph :·: i3))_()(.y + T. > it' h ),'-::: 0, _ 
')/~v . ''>J 
M. I~ . . K K ) ;C,.::11, , t< :-,·~ Ph ·= ll'l ' /5v-°'·v+ -- , - , .1 1 ::-1 •vl="-/\y, 
, ).'' )i \: l h I 't Ay ! '1 ),11 ' K. ~ I ·Y - . ' . P1, .• y= -1- 1e -islog'1n·)lv, , H lh,,\> 21\--; . • )i , h.v .7/\.v ,, 
Then there __:£Xists a numerical constant K, such that 
I .. n · . . 
( 15) ·j N*(Q) :___ l\J(Q) 7T (13v-1X))); ~- . . ... 
n . )1:1 n l 1 . 
-< ) IT (/3 ~I _ (X y + .. -~ · )-Tl (;3 v- Y- )) ) ~J ( Q) + TK(Q) N CJ.) 
()1-::1 y V::; , 
, ... 
... { •.. 
Mor0ovcr we proved that it is su:fficient to put 
/' I 1 ... l . 1 ,, 1--1 
r • 
1 
; / ,,-. :=: ·-J . - . _ i-.. ~ 1 . ... l. 1 • K = _.:_ ·t· ,: i ' e. - - • ·:: , . ; ,_.i_ : .. 
i j \ i .. 
' · , ~·p: 
but it is obvious that it is of very little use 
. . 
to carry out calculations of ,K. In my "Diophan-
tische Approximationen" ( 19·36) ··6 ) I q~oted the 
special case n= 1 of theorem 2 * with an ·outline 
of the proof · ~nd ¢th somo _applications. Our proof 
was based on the following idea: If _ 8(Z) de·notes 
the characteristic function of the segment 
0, ~ ) 2 (~) /3 and if this function is extended 
periodically with a peri'od 1 over the real axis, 
we have 
* ,· ,-.. ' --"7 ·' n . .. \ I\ l . . . I I I , ... , ' ' • ' - \ 1 
'- · \. \-:,{ j -- -' t-- , I j \ A ) , 
. . . - L_ .... ... \ '" ' ., 
(X)EQ 
Now 8(Z) is approximated by two functions 81(Z) 
am 82(G) which are infinitely often derivable 
and such that 
Then, exp7.nding .:) .1 · and 8 2 in their Fourier-
serie s', one can deduce the.theorem. Our proof 
of the full theorem 2* (m ~- 1, n ::::. l) went on 
the same line and was quite complicated. 
Theorem 2 * also has be en Yuoted and applied by 
by A. Drewes in his thesis 7 • 
,· 
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8) 4 • . In 1949, Erdos and Turan published a 
theorem, which i s ve ry similar to the ore m 2* in the 
special case m = n = 1. 
I!}~g~~m:J:~ I£ the r eal function f ( x) is define d 
f or x -= 1, 2 , ••• , N and if' 
-~; r - , 
j ~--:7 -- 27T~ ht°( >'.)i ,,- , 1 , , 1 i \ 
. / I- , • . . I - \ ' \ ... ; ! ·- 1 ,. .-. 'v1 
: fo= ,.- ·-· : =-i •· i 1, :. ::.: ' :- -', · ···~' ! ' 
whe re M denotes an integer :{ 1, the n for all real 
o<., 13 , satisfying 
' . 
0 ~ -~ < ;3 ~~ '! , 
we have r-.,, 
I N*-(:3_<X)Nj<c( M~, + ~~· ~t)), 
where N * denotes the number of integer solutionsx in 
I~ X ~ N ef the inequality ' 
Oi. ~ t 2; /3 ( ;-no d 1) . 
It is clear that, if one renounces from the advan-
tage of defining the number P. = P, by ( 14 b) i.e. 
·- - . . . K k . ,-, I ' ) : 1 1c-: 
by 111.n ( /3 - o;. + ·,v ~), putting ph = 1~ , theorem 3 * 
is sharper than the corresponding special case 
m = n = ·1 of theorem 2*. In their proof of theorem 
3*, Erdos and Turan don't use the functions 0 1 and 
8 2 , but they use "Dunham-Jackson 11-means · of the 
Fourier series for the discontinuous funct ·iort .. , ·0 ( u) 
i tsel:f. 
5. Applying the "Dunham-Jackson"-means, I now 
prove the following general theorem 2, which con~ 
side rs the more dimensional case m ~l, n,; 1 and 
which obviously is ·an iinp·rovement of' theorem 2*. 
I further prove, that theorem ·2 contains as a 
special case the following theorem ·1, which is 
an improvement of theorem 1*, as (9) has been 
replaced by (9a). Further I _prove that theorem 
. . . 
I ·•• 
2 contains as a special case the following theo-
rem 3, which obviously is a refinement of theorem 
· * 3 ·• 
~heg~~~-J· Let S denote a sequence of parallelepi-
peds Q defined by (l}; where aft and bl" .™, integers. 
To each Q may correspond an integer n, further 2n 
number~ O(v,f3.,,,, which satisfy (3) ~ - n real 
:functions tv(x) defined for eac~_la~~ice point. 
(x) = (x1 , ••• ,xm) E Q. For each Q ES ·1et T-( Q; c) 
be defined by (-7), where · ~• is .to be extended 
- · - lh) -
over all lattice points (8) which satisfy 
(9a) lhv/ ~ c~~0_9cx2,7 ( V= 1,2, ...... ,n)--
Assume that :for each fixed value of c > 0 the rela-
tion ( 10) holds, if Q runs through S. Then we have 
. . (11), where Np(Q) denotes the number · of solutions 
(x) E Q c,f the diophantine system (12). 
. . 
~gQr~ID-2• Let Q denote an m-dimensional parallele 
-------- - ·- ..._ 
piped (1), where .. a,uand bµ are integers. Let 
a,, ... ,«n , 131 , ••• ,f.1n denote 2 n real numbers 
which satisfy (3) and .let then real functions 






(x)E ·Q • Let .A,,, ••• , An denote n positive numbe rs 
~ 1 and let be put M» = Alllog(_e Min( n ·, /\11 )) · · 
(Y= 1,2.,. ••• ,n), 
-=:;-* 1 z 2ui(h f.('X.)+·· :.· ... ·+ h f (X)TI (17) T( Q) = L_ - e -.11. " " f'2 , 
(h) N(Q) (X)E Q ' 11:1 h,,ll 
where N( Q) nenotc.:s the number of- latti·ce points 
( x) E: Q , whereas L* has to be Gxtended over all 
lattice points . \,h) 
(h) = (h1 , ••• ,hn)· f:; (O, ••• ,O) 
for which 
where as has be en put 
15 M· ( 1s ) 1s ~o ) Po,Y =fi-.,-~.., + A., ; Ph,,))= mt!..,-0\,+ A11' 1-(fo,,-<X.., +-x.,,' ~I 
\hi,'FO, \I: 1,2., ...... ,n) . 
Then the number _N*-(Q) of solutions of the diophan-
tine system 
09) 
satisfies ~he j_nequali~ 
J~~(Q)-N(Q)P, (/3,_C(,)I ~ {ff,(/3.-a. +1Jl!V3,-0\,)}. N{Q)+ T(Q)Nij, 
Th~Q~ID_3. If the real function.f (x) is defined for 
x = 1,2, ••• ,N _and if 2 e21rihf'C>'-l < t(h) 
"'-=1 
(h=1,27 ••••• ,M) _,:. 
ex. , (3 , st:.tisfying 0 <. /J _N .c. '! ( :J ""' = , , . 
with 
ph= Min(,8-o:+ 1~ 0 , 1~(/3-o<)+~°.-, ~) • 
§ 2 . _ Some Lemma's. 
Lemma -1. Let rand A be positive integers and put 
Then 
( 22) 
Lemma 2. Let M and r be positive integers, putV 
. .A= ~(M_,r) = rrJ+ 1_. · · 
and let R = R( r,A) be def'ined by_ (21 ). Let 'o 




( 23) '{'(Z) = <e(M,r, 1,i) = ~f ~"(~J:~t rd t 
-z. . 
which is defined :for all real z, satis:fies the 
:follow~ng relations 
?J · · • · 2r · 
( 2'-1) </J(Z)= .if /~ii~"Mt-z)) cH:· 
't" R \ s1n11(t-z) ' 
0 
( 25) ce(z.) = ~;z~si~;~tyr dt; 
z-71 
( 26) 0 ~ <f'(Z) ~ 1 ; re(z+1) = <t'(Z); 
where 
( 28 ) Po= cf , 
whereas also the numbers ph:for h,tO don't depend 
.£.!! z and satisfy the inequalities 
Proof. The :formula (2~) is trivial by the substi-
tution t = u -z in the integral (23 ). _ 
In order to prove (25) we ·only need to remark 
that the integrand in ( 23) is an even :function of 
-.13•· 
t . Furth-Jl" we remark that we can write by (21) 
' 1-Z . 1 
( 30) R-j ( ~i~11A<t-2.))2r dt-~ /§ain_m\(t-z))lr dt 
- \ sinrr(t-z) \ 5m"(t-z) ' 
-2 0 
as the integrand is periodic with period 1. 
Therefore th e first half of (26) is an immediate 
consequence •f (~). The second half of (26) 
follows from ( 2LI ) at once_ as the ;integrand of 
(2~) is a periodic function of~ with period 1. 
We now shall prove (27). It is well known, 
that for all positive integers A 
·(s~n(½ ·211y))2 = A--t- 2): (A-h)cos 2rrhy 
Sm(~ ·2"Y) h:1 . · 
(the empty sum for A= 1 denoting 0). 
Hence the integrand of ( 23) _is a trigonome-
tric polynomjnl in the variable 2 rr y of an or-
de ·r [ 7 
~CA-1)r ~ ~]r ~M. 
Integ~ating, we find that 'e (M~ r , o , z ) is a 
polynomial of order~ M too, say . 
M . ~ 2"ihz {31) ce(z)=R + :".2_(ahcos211hz+bhs,n2nhz)=Pc,+L ~e . ' 
o h-1 h:-M 
- h#O 
where 
whereas ah, bh, ph don't depend onz.·. ·. 
---
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We now find from ( 31 ) by ( 2~ ) 
n =j.-- ~(z)dz=/dz/}sir:inA(-t.-:-..tl). 2r-dt 
ro ~ R \:sm77(t-:z.) 
0 ~ 0 . 
a 1 · · . 
-J dtj· (§in11Aet-Z):\2rdt=·O 
- R '--.sinrr(t-z) J · 
0 0 ; 
be cause of' ( 30). 
By { 31 ) and (26) we further find for h ;?;: 1 
ah = /
1




cos ·277h ~ 
(0 ~--~ -< 1) and therefore 
Similarly we find lbh\ 5: o 
lah\~o: 
and thus by (32) 
Fur:T;her we conclude from ( 31) _and ( 2~) for h > 1 
because of (30) 
1 . 
j r<(}.(Z) cos2 7T hz.dz. = 
0 
/
~os2llhz d.z /~~i~"A(t-z))2.rdt 
- R :/.. \ Slnll(t-2) 
0 0 
. ·• 
_ c.os211hz d { ~in rrACt-z)) dt- cos2rrhz dz (~•~"" t-z dt 
/
1 11 2r ; · 1 . 'f 1 . l ( ))'r 
- R 2 \ 5in77(t-z)} R \ sm11et-2) 
0 ' 0 0 
-15-
;
1 /1 /1. ~ 2r = cos 2rrhz.dz.-~os2n11~) / dz /_s, r:71>-. t-!-) dt 1..1 R \. Stn?T(t-L 
0 C O 
1 1, . )92r __ fcos2rrh"° 'J·1f dt /~i~rr>..(t-z ctt - \:: 711., R \ 5m(t- z)rr 0 0 
= -(1-,~)cos 2rrh'51 
( 0 :5 "71 < 1). Hence 
\ah\~l - o · 
Similarly we find lbh\ ::: 1 - ~- and thus by (32 ) 
(h :f; 0) . 
Now we shall prove the last part of (29). 
Using (23) we write for h ~ 1 
1 
ah= j <e (z) cos 2 rrhzdz. = 
0 1 
1 / ace . 
- - 2 TT h uz sin 2rrhz dz. = 
1 ;o 'J /!'!in 1rA 16-Zj)2r(~in11/\z.)2rl • 
= 2 77 h R <' t \ s i n71 f --z -\. sin nz JS,n.277hzdz 
Hence by (30) 
lahl~ ih · 
Similarly we have 
IPhl < TT~ hi 
lbh\ ~ -.JF. and thus by ( 32) 
(h if= 0) . Q. e . d . 
.·• 
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IBmrna 3. Let 1ft and r b e positive integers, 1:_ut 
A= A (M,r) = [~] + 1 and i~t R = R(1~,A) be 
de£ined by ( 21). Leto denote a number with 
0 <. o < 1 and let ce (z) = <f ( H, r,K; z) be de£ined 
as in Lemma 2. Then we have 
( 33) ,e(z) 2' 1 - /;/r { (Az) 2r-l + (A(¥-~)) 2r-l} 
on O<Z<. '6 
w (z) <. 2 { 1 + 1 } 
"C - 4 r '{r 0(z.-?S)) 2r-l {!. (1-z)) 2r-l 
£!! (S'<.Z<l. 
Proo£. First we suppose that O < 'Z. < ~ and we shall 
prove (33). By (23) and (21) we have 
(35) ,e(z) ~ ½ 1¥-\\7;1n2ctt. 
-
1
Z. 1-Z 11-2 _ 1 1 -R -R 
-Z t-z 
- 111-Z .. 
= 1 . R 
o-.z 
Now 
(36a) t if' 1-Z 
(36b) /1-Z </ I 
' i f 1- z < 1 ; 
a-z o·- i: 
1-Z: , 1-4 
(36c) / <.i_. , i:f i < 1-Z • 
· lf .z ] 
We now shall d istinguish two cases. 
A) Assume that ~- - Z ~ 1 . Then by 
(37) sin TTt ~ } • TT t ( 0 ~ t < 1) 
we get 
~ 1 
1 j 2 /_Sin rrA t)2rdt< foX.)2r-1.1. ( 2(~in11A-r)2';,>,.dt 
R \ sin TT t = \ 2 · 2Rj _ \: TTAt 
<f-Z 1,A 1-Z 
( ')2.r-1 12 ~- ~2.r _ J!.Jj_ ..L sinu du 
- 2 2R u . 11>-.(t-z) 
B) Assume that ; ~ 1-Z • Then 
1-Z 
1 / lsii:111AtYctt = 
R /½ \::StnTTt) 
1 
== J..j2(sinm\t'\2rdt R s,n11t 7 , 
z. 
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the integrand be ing symmetric on O $: t S l; hence 
by ( --.,~ i 
• .,) ' I 
<. // ! ·. , .-1 .,.'\._ TT ' r t (-· ~)·J.r_ 1 ~ 1 ··: r ·•.·. 'r· • .l -r \ 2.( \ l . 
=\."2, 2F ( i7At --; ' 1 , ,.,, • 
·z 
71),. 
-(Ti!\ \ 21:.1 .i f 2 /sin LL ,2.rdLJ.. <lrr").K1_~ -· i ·= du. 
- 2) 2Rl,'>. ~ u J \2 2RJ,,.: u1 t 11A.7. ;rr 'A.z 
As at least one o:f the cases (36a), (~6b), (36c) 
occurs, . (33) follow_s _immediately from (35) and the 
results of A) and B). Q. e .d. 
We now shall prove (34) and there:fore assume 
that o< Z< 1 .• By ( 25) we have 
(38) 
Now z .1. z. 
(39a) / =f 2+j , 
-r..o' z_lf 2 
if ·z. V < .1. < z. • 
-o=-2.= ' 
(39b) 1z~ 11 
z_;J · z_<f 
if z<1. · 
. 2 , 
(39c) . / z <f 2 
,{er = .1 
2. 
We again distinguish two cases. 
) . 1 
.A Assume that Z - <f ~ 2 . • Then · by (37 ) 
"J ~ 
-J~-
1-~' . ~· 2r f , 0r-l 11· . \2r· l. si?TT" '~ ) dt < 77\ , ·- -1.. '{3J.n rrAt 'nAdt R sinTTt 1 =\ 2 , 2R \ l!At 7 
Z-~ 1T,\ · z _;f 
= ~ ..1.. §.!.!:lt::l du ( .\)2r_ 1 12· ( • )2r 
. 2 . 2R llA(z_o) ct 
00 
(77A)2r-1 1 j du. <- - -2 2R .. i : -; u2r 
,. ",z_c, 
by (22). 
B) Assume that ~ ~ Z. Then we have by (37°) 
1 /(§i1:TTAt \ 2rdt = 1 /(§in~/\t ) 2rd.t 
R \ sinrrt ; R '( sin77t 
½ . 1-Z 
i . 
<- /TTAyr..1 . ..1.. j 2(-sinTTAt ,2rrrAdt 
=\2) 2R ll.\t ) 1_z 
Tll \ . 00 • 
=("A)2r:.1_1 12 (si:u)2rdu<(11/yr-12li ( djr . 
2 2 R Jll}..(1_z) ¼A(1_z) 
( A)2r-1 1 . 1 1 2 1 = ~ 2R 2r_1 {11X(1-z)}2r-1 <.t.irvr{A(1_z)}2r-1 _ . • 
As at least one 0£ the cases (39a), (39b), 
(39c) occurs, (34) £allows immediately £rem (37) 
and the results 0£ A) and B). Q.·e~d. 
--
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Rem~rk~ In the following pa rt of thi s § we often 
shall consider an integer n ~ 1 and n positive 
numbers d'1, o2 , ••• , dn , a n n-tuple of positive 
integers M1 , ••• ,Mn a nd an n-tuple of positive in-
tegers r 1 , ••• , r 11 , where a s will be put A.,, == [ ~>'Y) +, . 
In this cas e we sha ll put 
(40) <e)l(z.) = <e 0\ ,,r)I, o)l,z.), 
where '€ is the function of Lemma 2 • 
Further we put 
t1 
( L.f 1 ) <p ( 21' • •• , Zn) = TT '-€iZ~) -
Y:1 
Then we find by Lemma 2 
( ,42) 0 ~ <I> ( Z:1 , • • • , Zn) ~ 1 
and 
(43) 
* where ~ is 
points (h) = 
ing 
. 
to be extended over all lattice 
( h1 , ••• , hn) ¢:. ( 0, ••• , 0) satisfy-
( 4.l.f ) I h_,I ~ M >' ( V == 1, 2 , • • • , n) , 
whereas thee satisf'y the relations 
h..,v 
(45a) P.1 = o.,, , if hv=O, h)l,l.l . 
(Li5b) 
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Finally, if' f' 1 (x), ... ,fn(x) denote real functions, 
which have been defined f'or all lattice points 
( x) E Q , where Q denotes a parallelepiped (1), 
we shall write 
(46) S(h) = L e 2 TTi(h1f1+ ••• +hnfri), 
(X)EQ. 
(h) denoting a lattice point. 
~~mma 1~ Assumptions. 
1. Let n, M1 , ••• , Mn denote positive integers_, put 
. :2 [Mv] f.,, = Min(n,M)l_);rv = Max(4, . log/'v ); Av= "r; + 1 
( V = 1,2, ••• ,n). 
2. Let Q denote a parallelepiped (1), where a,u_<bµ. 
( jJ- = 1,2, ••• ,rn) are integers, ..ill_ 
f 1 (x), .. ,fn(x) denote n real functions, 
which are defined f'or all lattice points 
(x) = (x1 , ••• ,xm) E Q. The number of' 
lattice points (x) E Q be de noted by N(Q)c 
-22-
3. Let P denote a parallelepiped 
(Y= 1,2, .... ,n), 
where o<,, ••• ,cxn, 61 , ••• , 6n denote 2n real numbers, 
such that 
(Y:1,2>····· .. n). 
Let NP(Q) denote the number of solutions (x)EQ 
of the system 
('-19) 
Then for any given numbe~ l< ~ 1 we have the inequa-
lity 
1 
('-ltd) Np(Q)~e~f ff ( 6~+ 2~+1 )N(Q)+ '7*q ······q I S(h)I} , 
1._»=1 "" W h1,1 hn,n 
where S(h) is defined by (46) and where ~*is to be 
extended over all lattice points 
(h) =(hn -··. •, hn) * (o, ..... , o) 
with (4ll), whereas has been put 
(~8a) 
(~8b) 
mg!~ For Y = 1,2, ••• ,n we define a function C(?~{Zv) 
•f the real variable Zy as follows: 
- 23-
A ) I:f :- fi y < 1 - ~. , we put . . .. . . . 
~Y( z>') ~- '(! (~¥-#rv, c5>' + t, zll)., 
wmre C(! (z.) is the £unction def'ined in lemma 2 
and M>' ,rv, 6~, A.,,, K denote the numbers which have 
been . introduced in Lemma 4. 
B) If' 011 ~ 1 - ~, _we put 
<ev ( Z>') = 1 f'or all values of' Zv. 
We now remark that in both cases: 
'l111 (zll) = P,' + L R . ew_i~ . ,-z" 
o,Y h..,:.M-y hv,'11 
with hy=i:O 
(49a) 0 ~ p• < c5 + 2k = 0,\1 : y A..., 
(49b) (hy:,=O) -
In f'act: in the case A) this assertion foliows 
immediately f'rom Lemma 2; in the case B) we put 
I I R :1, Rh ,,=0 0,-Y ..,, ... 
then {49a) and (49b) are trivial. 
We now def'ine <p = p ( z1 , ••• , z n) by ( l{1 ) , 
hence 
n 
~ =TTn , + ~~, .... , e:211-il1 h..,z.., _ (50) .'±' ( Z1 , • • • , Zn) V:1 Po,v ~ - ~;, P.tn,n > 
where z. * is to be extended over all lattice 
\,h) 
-24-
points (h) = (h
1 
, ••• ,h11 )-=!=- (o, ••• ,O) _ for ':Vh~ch (Lt'-¾) 
holds. 
We now conside:r the _ ~pecial pe..r.allelep:i.ped .P*: 
· ~v :'f. Z,1 ~ 6°\I+ ~-~ (Y:.:1,2, ..... ,n). 
If ( 21 , ••• , Zn.) belongs to P* we hav-e for ,each )I for 
which our c ase A) occurs the inequality 
LI . K-(2r..,,_1) 
<f!'J(z)/)>1-.L.fv\/:'.:" · · · 
, yr>' 
by Lemma 3 and the· definition of <f?./ z>I ).~ 
But in the case B) this inequality also holds be-
cause of <{)" ( z)I) = 3:._ Hence 
n . 
N;iQ).Tf (1- r.4,r.: K-lrv+1)~ ~ p(f1 (~), •... • ,fn(X~ · 
'161 4 'llyrv (X)EQ 
1 Nc,w for O < u < - we have 
.2 
-1 (l-U) < 1 + 2U 
and··t:tierefore we find, (as· r'II ~ 4) 
where 
W ·= 1 + ·4 .. : 
}I 4Yy K1 
We now distinguish two cases with respect t~v. 
I. Assume that ry =_ 210g M)I. Then 
"~ =: l~~J +1 >L! .. and 
4 1 
w)) = 1 + "'27. < 1 + 2 M)IK . 4K ;\ v 
beca use of r--y ~ 4-
Hence we have in this c ase a:fo:i;-tiori · 
Min ( 1 + 42 , 1 + 
1
2 ) • M">' . 4K A\, 
II) Assume that r'II = r-1ax(4,2leg n). 
We distinguish t wo subca ses. 
IIa) Let 1 ~n ~ 16. Then r.,, .= 4, and 
l +_!,_<_1+ 1 Wy:= 1 --7 . 
64K ~ · · · 4nK 
IIb) Let n > 16. Then ry = 2log n . and 
4 · · · 1 
W)I= ·1 ·+ . n2K1 <. 1 + 4~1 • 
Hence in both cases I) and II) we have 
estimating roughly 
Therefore we have by (51) 
1 
N;_,,(Q)~e'iK7/Tf Min/1+~ ,1+ \}. ·j\~ <p(-f,, .... _.,tn)·_ 
. \~1 \: ._, v .q_K I\..,~ XE Q 
· ·25-
and -therefore, becaus·e of (50) . 
N* *(Q)~e4kr{ff(ri +·P,o/) + 
P v.:, o,v .liK A~ 
+ L ,S(b)I ft I Ph ) Mi rtf 1+ ::2 , 1+ ,,K~A )} , (h) \1::1 '" \ .... ,, -, v 
hence., in view o:f (49a) and (Li9b) 
1 
N* (Q)~e4K1{# o,, + 1*qh ..... qh· IS(h)I} , 
P* ..,,_1 o,v (h) . 1 ,1 . . n,n 
. . . 
-26-
where .S ( h ) is to be extended over all lattice 
points ( h )=( hu •.. , hn) ·=i (O, •.• ,o) .. with (44), 
whereas S ( h ) is defined by (lf6) and q by hv,)> 
(48a) and (48 b). 
This~ proves our assertion (L(1a) in the . special case 
tha~, P = P*. . 
Now~replacing the :functio~ -~(~) by f; = +~ 
K . .. . . 
- (-ex.v- -r ),(~ = 1,2, •.. ,n), we easily see that 
A~ . 
the point { -f\* , ••• , f~ ) (mod 1) lies in P*, tl 
and only tl ( f1 , ••• , +n) (mod 1) lies ·in the 
parallelepiped P, which is defined in the third 
assumption of our Lemma 4. Now this translation 
does not inflict the value o:f IS ( h) \ and there-
fore applying our Lemma, as proved so far, with 
( f;) in steal of ( f'..., ) , we find that NP ( Q), 
denoting the number o:f solutions ( x. ) E Q of 
('-l1), satis:fies the inequality ('49'a). 
For sake OI simplicity we Iormulate without 
prooI the Iollowing trivial 
~emgi~=~. II A1 , ••• ,An , B1 , ••• ,Bn denote 2n 
non-negative numbers and iI PA denotes the 
parallelepiped 
o ~ z-,,<';£> A..,, 
and P A+B the parallelepiped 
o~ Z)I< A,,+ B..., ()1=1,2, ..... ,n) , 
-27-
each point ( 2 1 , ••• , Zn) E PA+B lies in exactl;y 
one OI the 2n possible parallelepipeds 
Cv (~» Z.v(<~>) D.i Q'= 1,2, ..... , n), 
where either 
C...,,=o, D.y=A 11 ., Qr Cy=Av, Dv=A,,+- 8)1 ('\I=° 1~ 2, ...... , n) 
and where the double brackets mean that the 
signs= have to be placed in a suitable wa;y. 
Ranging these 2n parallelepipeds in some order, 
l!e a1all denote them by l-1~ ( ~ = 1, 2, ••• , 2n )" 
such that PA= H1 , whereas H2n denotes the 
parallelepiped 
A-,,&_Zy~Ay+Bv (v::::1,2, ..... ,n). 
Then sum of the volumes of all H~ 's is 
lT (A-» + B11 ) ; ari th9!et ically : 
~=1 n L c51 6~ ..... 6n = lT(Av+ B)}), )l:a1 
- 28-
where the le:ft l:1ar.id sum in to be extende d over all 
"•Ni~h 
possible products c5~= Av or Oy= Bll. 
Now we shall prove 
Lemma 6. Let the assumptions 1 and 2 o:f Lemma 4 be 
= =~=;:==== .. 
valid., Let o1 , ••• , on denote n real· numbers, such 
that O & ov ~ 1 1 and let P denote the parallelepiped 
())= 1,2, •.• ,n) 
Then the number Np(Q) o:f solutions ( X) E Q of the 
inequalities 
CXy < t v < CX. y + a )I ( mod 1) ( Y = 1, 2, •.• , n) 
satisfies the condition 
·- · 
( 52) Np(Q)~J:,d'2 •. :onN(Q)-{ft<!~+f )-Tl 'dv}N(Q) )1,,.1 'I . '11:1 
- 2* P. Rh ·····R \ S(h)I , (h) h 0 1 2,,2 hn.,n . 
where S ( h ) · is defined by ( L.f6) and where ~* 
<Ji) 
.. 
is to be extended over all lattice points 
(-h )= ( h1 ,. •• , hn) -:f:. (O, ••• ,o) 
which satisfy (44), whereas has been put 
(53a) (v= 1, 2, ••.•• ,n) 
-29-
(),=1,2, ..... ,n). 
Pr~of. We first restrict ours.elves to . the 
parallelepiped P0 _for- which CXv= 0 ())=1,2, ••. ,n)_-
We put (according to (~O) and (~1)) 
n 
q>(z.,~·····,zn)=-Tl ((?(Mv,rv ,iv ,zv), 
y,.1 . 
where <e de~otes the function which we have 
introduced in Lemma 2, whereas the numbers My , 
r~ , ov have been define<l in Lemma 6. Then we 
write 
(~) Z <p(t,(x), ..... ,+n(x)) = L1 + L 2 + L 3 , WEQ . 
where L 1 is to be extended over all N p0 ( Q ) 
solutions ( x ) € Q · e:f the inequalities ·· 
(55) O< +.., < ?fy (v:1,2, ..... ,n), 
where ~ 2 is to be extended over all solutions 
( x.) E Q o:f the inequalities 
(56) o~f..., < iv (v:1,2, ..... ,n), 
which do not satisfy (55), whereas 2 3 is to 
be extended over all other lattice points (x)E Q.. 
New we have, as 0 <<p < l, clearly 
NP. ( Q) ~ :.Z 1 ; 0 
-30·-
hence by ( SLI) 
(51) NP. (Q) ~ 72. 1 ({, ..... J nJ' - 2 2-L3 • o (x.)E Q. -
Now by (li3) we have 
n 
~ - ~ , ) (58) (Z.p-····,;:n) ~-= /, <f\.Mv,rVJJ"..,,z)I :::. .. 
. .,.1 
. . -Fr' .. '· -=:::; * • , , 27Tt(h,z,+ ..... +hnzn) 
= / J Ov + L P. R ...... p e 
v.,1 th) hp 1 h2 , 2 hn,n , 
where 'tfu* is to be extended over all lattice 
points 
{59) . (h)=(hn-····,hn)#=(O, ..... ,o), 
which satisfy (~4), whereas (45a) and (45b) hold. 
Hence 
- :> * P. II Ft .. ... p II l s (h) I ' (ti) h1,1 h2 ,2. hn,n • 
* where . ~ is to be extended over all lattice 
points (59) which satisfy (44)? where has been put 
( 61) n" c5 " M. ('' ~ . 1 ) ro,v= "' Ph..,,\/-= in o\1,1- Y'11ih..,I 
whereas S(h) denotes the sum (LJ6). 
• 
·ne now s ha ll e ive a n est imat e J·o :!" t he s nm 
:Z2 • Eve.ry po i nt ( z 1 ," ••• , Zn) , whic :i-. . lie·s ·. in 
the parallelepipe d 
(62) (V = 1, 2 , ••• ,n), 
' 
but not lying in 
( Y = 1, 2 ~ •• ·~ ,n) 
lies in at least one of then parallelepipeds 
P1 : 
())= 1,2, ••• ,n), 
where 6'~ = 0 for exactly one value o:f )) 
and 0-y = a)) otherwise. 
Applying Lemma 4 with K == 1 and 
0<. 1 = CX2 = ••• = <Xn= .o, we find,that the 
. : . 
number Np' ( Q) ~for each such a parall.~~e-:-
piped P I satisfies th~ .ine qual:i:ty · (4-'.7a). · 
. ( . 
Summing over all P we find that the 
number of terms of the sum L 2 is 
~ 2 N(Q) :Z 77 ( 8v+ A3 ) + 2 Z*IS(l,)j L q,h · • • • · •.'l,·h· • p' ll:1 'I (h) p• u1 n,n 
Using the idea of lemma 5 one easily sees 
that this expression is 
~; N(Q){~1(~y+~)-E(o~+ ~)} 




q,*o ... , = ~ v+ 1f , q;~h·· = Mi11(t~+ 1f , L~v+ 1f , Th.:ho 1) 
', A~ . ll 'V . "" "l> . \I 
(h 11 *o), 
where as the numbe.r.s . q,h",v are defined by ( 48a) 
and (48b) with 0"11= ov ( )) = 1,2, ••• ,~). 
As each term in L. 2 is ~ 0 and ~ 1, we thus 
find a fortiori · · · · · 
where Ph ~ has been defined· by (53a) and 
\I) II • 
(53b) and phv,\l by (61). 
Finally we shall deduce an estimate f•r 
L.3. Each point ( Z 11 ••• , Zn) which lies in 
the unit cube O ~ Zy < 1 ( )> = 1, 2, ••• n), 
but does not ly in the parallelepiped (62), be-
n 1ongs to exactly one of the 2 - 1 parallele-
pipeds H2 ,H3 , ••• ,H 2n, 
,hich we ha ve defined in Lemma 5, pu-:~ i ~ -~b.C;r-e 
Av=~y' B)1=1-~v. 
.. ':,: \ -
. .. 
~ake a :fixed such a parallelepiped H~ ( 2 ~ ~ & 2n), 
~iven by the inequalitie s 
C~i~ z)I < D~) (v =1,2, ..... ,n) 
:1.nd letp = JJ- 1 ,JJ- 2 , ••• ,f<s denote the values o:f 
index~ :for which 
c<~) o Dt~) - o y= , y- v, 
vhereas 6 = 6'1 , 6 2 , ••• , 6 11 _s may denote the values 
:,:f Y for which 
C<~) - ,. D(~)_ 1 v- 0 v, v- · 
Then we hav e 
SG o , n_s ~ 1 . 
Now we cover~~ by parallelepipeds 
1--4~(k)= '4~(k5'
1
, kG:2. ,-..•.. , k0 n_s) 
defined by 
., . ..., 
(65) (i=1,2, ..... ,s) j 
( 66) ..,,, +2kaj<_z: . <v.+2(~+1) (· ) u.,, 1 .... 0 ,6 \. J=1,2, ..... ,n-s , v.J· /\(:)· - ""j J /\<5• J J 
•. 
---
where is an int eg e r which ::atis:'.:' i e s 
( 67) 
Kjdenoting the s~allest non-negative integer 
> 1\s/1-0() _ ·1 . 
= 2 
In the special case that :for some J we have 
1; > 1-6'6 - , it is clear that KJ· = o. In this Gj :J 
case we replace (66) by 
(66a) ?$ ... . ~ZR-< 1 . uj - uj 
We now shall apply Lemma 4 with 
P = H ~ (k), where ( k51 , ••• , kGn-s) denotes a 
:fL~ed lattice point satis:fying (67). 
Hence 
<Xµ.i. = 0' ( i = 1,2, •.. ,s), 
Clearly the numbers 0-v (~ = 1,2, ••• ,n) satis:fy the 
relation O ~ 0»~ 1. They don't depend on the values 
•:f k5 . , but only on ~ • We express this dependence 
by writing o':) in stead o:f Oy. Writing N(Q;H..tk)) 
in stead o:f Np(Q), we :find :from Lemma. 4, putting 
K = 1: 
-;5 -
~8)N(Q; l-l3(k))~_2{f1 ( l?)+ ~v) N(Q)_ 
. +·:z *q, ..... q, l S(li)I) ' (h) hn1 hn,n ) 
where ~ * is to be extended over all lattice 
points (59), whi ch satisfy (44), whereas the 
numbers q,
1 
and S ( h ) has been defined in 
1...,,\1 
Lemma 4. 
From (68) we conclude a fortiori 
where has been put 
with 
(5) - 'J( (; 5\ 1l_µi _ u.,Ui. '-l:.1,2, . . ... , '), 
It is clear that both terms of :i3 i only de pe nd on 
~ and not on the lattice point ( ~' •.. , kcrn_s) which 
def'ines H~(k). Hence B; is the s a me number for all 
parallelepipeds H~(k) which cover H;• 
We now consider the value of 
for a point (20 ••• ,zn) E H~(k). 
We always have 
O~ <e(Mv,r}.,c}·y,Zv)~ 1 
and, if 
1 ~ k(5f~ K j _ 2 , 
we have by Lemma 3 for V= o; 
" 
o ~ <e(My, r)I ,~" >Zv) i ,},c { k;r-.,,_1 +(K ·1 k \:lr\1_1} 
, vvrv '5j r 6/ 
by rv~LI (cf the definition of H3(k) by (65) and (66 ). 
Hence because of f>Ba) the sum 
2"cp(~(X), ..... ,fn(x)), 
where 2 11 is to be extended over the N(Q,H~(k)) 
lattice points (x) E Q , for which ( f1 , ••• , fn ) 
(mod 1) lies in H~(k), satisfies the inequality 
- :.. j -
ti m( ) * n.s L '±-' -f.,, ... .. ,fn ~ Be rr nJ•(kcs.)' 
. 7 J=1 ~ 
where 
D.-(k0 . ):1 , if k6 . =O, or if k 6 . = KJ· _ 1 , or= KJ· , 
. J :J' J J 
...<l/k~}=1~8{qj \Kj~k6/}, if 1~k6j~ Kj-2. 
Therefore 
Z (~) 1) (f1(X), · · · · · , fa,(x)) , 
where L(~) ha~ to be extended over all lattice 
points (x)E Q , f'or which ( ~ , ••• ,fn )(mod 1) 
lies in H3, satisfies the inequality. 
l'i) u n.s L 4)(t1 , .•••. ,tn)~ LL~ s: Z TT .O.J·(k15.), (k) 7(k)j=1 J . 
where ~ has to be extended over all lattice 
points (k)=( L- , ••• ,k., ) which satis:fy (61). 
''(51 Un_$ 
Renee a f'ortiori 
--------
-38-
Using this result, we find :from (69) and n- s ~ 1 
:2(~)q>(f1,·····,tn)~ 7"·5 Tf( tl~)+ {) N(Q) 
Y::1 y y 
and a fortiori 
where ha~ been put 
p(~) ~q(~)_=~ _+1...; (?(~)_ . . ~<{~) 
O,/J-l O.fl-l fll Afll . ; Fh,ui ,pl hpi ,/i,li 
== Min(~i+ {ll ,1-¾t~l 'l~,uil) (hf-lito) 
f.~) = 1~q~) = ?O ; p(~) = 1'-1 a;~) 
o,oj o.,Gj A0j h6j ,oj ho-j ,Gj 
=Min(~~-, 1~!-1) (h6 j t=O) · 
J 1 
-39-
c offsequently we find 
- 2n (1) L3 <P(t ..... ,fn) =LL ~(f1,·----Jn) 
. ~=2 
2n n 2n ~ ; N(Q) :Z TT 7'S) + _1_ L*I S(h)I LR~) ..... p(~) . 
~=2 Vs1 'Y 2 (h) ~=2 h1,1 hn,n 
In order to carry out the summation over~, we 
use Lemma 5. Putting there 
Av=~y+ -:t ' B)I= \o ' )I . )I 
we find 
:2" n ~) n n 
~-e,')I =f(oy+~~)-/J(?f)>+f) 
and putting for a fixed lattice point (h)t(O, •. ,O) 
with (LJLi) 
A)l=oy+ t, if h)l=o; Ay= Min(~y+ t,1-~ll+l, ti) 
if hyi o, 




~) (1) n ** n * L Ph ,1 ..... ph ,n;;:: 17 Ph · - 17 Ph 
~=2 
1 
" )1=1 v,)I ll:1 '" 'V ' 
- 4 0 -
where 
** _ 0 7-:J. -!Ed'; ~- · • I . 13 . . 7:·'· 3r- ·, P0 ... ,- )l+T, P. = •llYl•,l- ,+~- ,L ·; ,, • T', 11•~· 1i , ,,, 1'V rl)), V 1 "II /\)I I ')/ · 
* :), .,I; . c· '.l .... 2 ) Po"= ~v -:t- 'i ' Pi.. . ,, :.:: Mfr1 6./ -- -'f· ,1.... ~·., + f , -lh I ' 
· ,., "V 1"J'" 1 \ ') Av y 
Hence, we have a fortiori 
(70) o~ 2 3 <p(f, , ..... Jn)~ 1. N(Q){-fl(~ +15 )-ff i~} 2 ll::1 v. A~ -.►. 1 
+ 
1
2 i*IS(h)l{Ph ·····Ph -Ph11 ····••Ph" } ' 
. (hJ . p1 n,r1 ,.,1 ,,,n 
where phy,v is defin.ed .by (53.a) and (53b ). whereas 
p~'1')) is defined by ( 61 ) • 
From . (6L4) ani (70) we deduce 
o~ :2 2 + :23 ~ N(Q){f (o\,+ tf)-'Z ~v} 
+Z.*{R ·····R -p" ···· ·F( }IS(h)I (h) h1,1 hn,n h111 hn,n 
and therefore it :follows f'rom (51) and .( 60) that 
N8 (Q)~ L· - 2 2 - L3 o Q<.)EQ 
~ o,r2··· ··~n N(Q)J T/('6-J+7t, )_-/t~~}N(Q)_:z*R ·····R IS(h)I , 
~1 v ».1 (h) h1,1 hn,n 
- 4-l -
which proves (52) in the special case P = P O • 
Replacing +'v by fv - cx)I , we remark that this 
does not inflict the right hand member -of (52). 
Hence the theorem follows at once for an arbi-
trary system of inequalities cX.v<t\,</3y (mod 1) 
instead of the special system (55). Q.e.d. 
~~mm~=1• Let the assumptions 1 and 2 of Lemma 4 
be valid. Let ~1 , 0 2 , ••• , on denote n real 
numbers, such that O ~ oy~ 1 and let P denote 
the parallelepiped 
(11) 
Then the number Np(Q) of solutions (x)EQ of the 
inequalities 
(72) O<..y~fv~cx)l+~}.I (mod 1) 0>=1,2,. ,. .. ,n) 
satisfies the condition 
+:Z*R ·····R IS(h)I, (h) h1,1 hn,n _ 
where S ( h ) is defined by (~6) and where ~* 
is to be extended over all lattice points 
which satisfy (44), whereas has been put 
-4 ?-
(14a) ())=1,2, .... . ,n) 
(t'llb ) M. ( Y , 75 y 7~ 3C \ P = 1Yl ,o., , -r-,1 -n 11 + .,~1 ,I hv~V , "~ 1 111...,, , 
Proof. We first restrict ourselves to the parall~le-
===== 
piped~-for· which CXy=O ·( v··=1·~2,. ·~ . ·;n). We put·,"·- ~ccor-
ding to (40) and (41) · :.: ··· ·· 
(15) 
n 
cp = q, (z, , ..... ,Zn)= ll ce(M» 'Y\,; ~ )I ·,.z~}, 
l>:1 
where <e denotes the· function which we have intro-
duced in Lemma 2, whereas the numbers M)I , r)I .. 
have been introduced by the assumptions of Lemma 
4, which hold in our case. 
Now let ~ denote a sum which is to be extended 
over all lattice points ( :,,__) E Q for which the 
system +1 , ••• ,fn satisfies the inequalities 
(16) o~f)I~ o)J (mod.1) (v;.,1,2., ..... ,n). 
Then the number NPo ( Q) of those lattice points 
satis~ies the following relation 
{ 
Nll,(Q) = 8 1 = ft q>(f,,. ... -Sn):1-ft ( uf (f, , .... ,,f n)) 
(Tl) ~ :Z <p(~~·····,fn)+];(1-<P(f1 , •.••• ,fn)\ (.x)inQ . ~ 
. •-!~ 3-
b~cause of (~2). Now from (43) and (77) it 
i mm od•i~tely f'ollov1s: 
(78) 
where S ( h) denotes the sum which is defined by 
('16) and where '5* is to be extended over (h) 
all lattice points ( h )= ( h1 , ••• , hn) * (O, ••• ,o), 
satisfying {4~), whe~eas has been put 
(19) p' =?f)),ph' :Min(~11,L<>\,, 771lh\) (hy:1=0) 0,)) ')1,)1 V . 
We now shall deduce an estimate for 
S ( L 1(f.,(x) , ..... , fn(x)). 
Using the notation (4o), we find from (15) and 
· 0~ ie)/ ~1 . 
the inequality 
1 = fr ~'tJ = ff (1-(L'€.v))'?:. 1-i_(1-<ev) • 
'1:1 )1:1 - ')1=1 . 
Hence 
We now fix an arbitrary index 6 ( 1 ~- 6 a n) and we 
denote by K 6 the smallest n.:m-negative integer, 
whicfi is 
> A.~~{5 -1 
= 2 
Further we d enote by Cr0 ( k ) (k. = 0,1, ••• , K 6 ) the 
pa ralle l epip ,C::d which i s d3fi ned by the ine qualitie s 
(81 ) .. · 
(82 r-~~-
Then..-Pc, is entirily covered by the parallelepipeds 
G-6 (-.k) (k = 0,1, ••.. , Ko). In the case that ~~>~5 , 
we have K6 =0 and we replace (82) by O~Z5 ~~5 • 
Then ' we shall have 
K5 
(83J" E ( 1-<eit6))~ L N(Q;U15(k))Max(1-ceG(z))' 
k:O 
when- the M.ax: is to be extended_ av<r ~ ~ z ~ 2k;:; ~ and 
where N (Q; CT0 Ck)) denotes the number o:f lattice 
points (x.) E Q :for which ( t1 , ••• ,f~) (mod 1) 
:falls into Gr~( k ) . 
We now :fix a value o:f k (0 s. k ~ K 6 ) am apply Lemma 
4 with K = 1 to the parallelepiped P =.G°i k), 
putting 
(8-lt) CX")l = O, -◊v=O-v ())=1,2, ..... ,n; ),),t=cr), 
(85) CX5 = t , b5 = M1n(ls, 2f 15) • 
Then NP ( Q )= f\J ( Q , G-G(k) ) and we find 
(86) N(Q,C:r0 (k))~ Dcr, 
where we have put 
with 
(88 .) { 
T!n( (IS) 3 ) /, ) -.::;* (6) (6) Dc:2 17_ +x N,Q +2L q, ..... q, IS(h)I, 
'\1::1 v v (h) h1, 1 h0 ,n 
(S) 
'1.v=o)I {v:1,2, ..... ,11; .}1*6), 
(6) 2 
11.e = °X5 ' 
r, <6) = -a·_,+ 3 (6) M· /: 3 .a 2 ) 
---Vo,ll ' x)l ; q,hv,v= m\j"i>+"Xv'1-~y+ Ay' lhvl 
(hv=t:O) ()1;1,2, ..... ,n; v;:i)) 
(G) _ 5 (o) - S 2 
9,o,cr- ,¼, q,h6 .,o -::.Mm(xs' 1h51) (hG:foO) , 
whereas S ( h ) is defined by ( 116 ) • 
Obviously D6 does not depend on "k • T.hus for 
fixed 6 the number . D6 is the same for all 
parallelepipeds G"s< k ). We now consider the 
value of 1 - ((!_6(Z ). for a number z 
of 2k < _ <· 2k+2 Ao = "'- = /\5 . 
By Lemma 3 we find' ·because of r,;.¼> ~ 4 
1-ce6(2)~1,ifk::O,ork=K6-1,KG. 
L %(Z)~1; 8{kir..1 +(K;_k)2r-1} , if 1~1<.~ K6 _2. 
Therefore we have by (83) a nd (86) 
00 ~ ( 1-ceG(fG))~ D5(3+ 6~ Z ~1) 
'k:1 
Hence, it follows from ( 80 ) 
n 
E(1-~(~, ..... ,fn))~ ;2D<> 
G"::1 
and therefore from (81) 
~(1_q,(f,, ..... ,tn)l~72ff(r,~+ ;..3 )N(Q) lj <M ll.1 d.)I )I 
-+ ,2 2 q, . · ···· q, IS(h)I *{ n (6) (6') } (h) 6'::1 h1,1 hn,n 
and hence a fortiori 
+ Z R ·····R -R ·····P. . IS'(h)I ~{• I I · } (h) h,,1 hn,n h1,1 hn,n . 
- 46-
because of (88), ( 89) and Lemma 5~ Here the num-
bers Rh satisfy (1Lla) and (?lib), whereas the 
.,.,v 
numbers p' · are defined by (79). Now we fim h..,,,v 
from (,18 ) immediately 
which proves the l emma in the special case 
t _hat P = P0 • Replacing f')) by f)> - <Xy , we r~mark 
that this replacement does not inf'lict the right 
hand member of (,3), which proves the lemma in 
full generality .• 
4. Proof of Theorem 2. Considering the numbers 
n , A1 , ••• , A.YI , M1 , ••• , Mn which have be·en 
defined in Theorem 2, we · put 
'p)) = Min (n,A)1) ('11= 1 ,2, ..... , n), 
r)) = Ma~(4,[2logrJ) ())=1,2, ..... ,n) 
and we remark that 
(90) [ ~:] + 1 = [4Av~~gefv] + 1 > A-; . 
--
. - .... 
We now for ))= 1,2, ••• ,n choose an integer 
M~ ~1 by the relation 
which is always possible, by putting M~ = rll(t'v-1)-
Then we - have by (90) 
M~<M)). 
We now apply the Lemma's 6 and 7, writing there 
M, M )I inste.ad of )J • Then w0 find the inequ:=i.lity 
jN *(Q) _ N(Q)E"(;3ll-CXv)j ~ 
(91) 
~{ftCti,_()(,+ ':.)-ff,(J.-0(~)} N(Ql + 
+ 2* 0 ..... R IS(h)I ' (h) 'hp1 hn,n 
using the notation of the named lemma's. Now 
because of M~ < M).I and ( 11 ) the sum ~* 
(91 ) clearly · satisfies the inequµ_li ty 
L* ~T(Q).N(Q) (h) 
in 
and therefore (20) follows from (91) immediately. 
4. Deduction •f Theorem 1. 
We choose a constant C > 4. For each parallelepiped 
Q E S , we put 
2Ay-= Cn ' 
. ,l.,y-CX.v 
-49 . 4 
Then we have M~> M)) ., where M-v denotes 
the constant w:1ich we have defined in Theorem 
2. 
Now -applying Theorem 2, we find at once 
1 I Np(Q) 11" ((3- N )j <{17. n ( , 150) } I{<l3,rriJ N(Q) . - )1=1 ))- v-.v = \I~, 1 + an - 1 + 
+0+~)nr(Q,c) 
150 150 
~(ec_ 1) + e 0 -T(Q,c). 
As C can be chosen arbitrm.lylarge and as 
T ( Q, C) ~ 0 for a fixed value of c , if 
Q runs tI:irough the sequence S , our 
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